CHKLOVSKII, Dimitri, Mitya, Drosophila Optokinetic Circuits, Janelia, Nov 5 2013

he shows a fruit fly (Drosophila.) walking on a ball and then
presented with a visual target (on a computer screen) with
vertical stripes that move to its left or to its right and
neurons HS  fire conincident witht he motion of the visual target
( and the fly (if it was not restrained) would turn its body to follow the stripes)
(insects generally cannot move their eyes; rather they have to move their entire body)

So, how do animals see motion?
you cannot do it with just one single photoreceptor
but you can do it with 2 photoreceptors
where photoreceptor A and B both
impinge on a "multiplication unit" neuron
with a time delay built-in for photoreceptor B
as per  Hassenstein and Reichardt in 1956.
(they sketched out one historic hypothetical circuit diagram.)

here's another elementary motion detector
Barlow and Levick in 1965....
In this pattern,
there is time delay from photorecp A  (that first sees the moving target
(moving L to R) and here both receptors A and B impinge on a rectification unit.

but which model is actually in the brain of eg the fly?
(how would you find out which of these is correct, if any?)

behavioral measurements are not suffic. to disambiguate models
why not just record from neurons in the fly as it looks at a moving target?
It is extremely hard to record from fly neurons: it takes a post doc a year to
try to record from one type of neuron... technically v difficult...

but even if you could record every neuron firing  (as Pres Obama would like us to do);
how would you interpret the results... you would need the actual circuit details.

goal is understanding neural computation...
need circuit reconstruction then
need motion detector cicuit and ultimately want to
go from anatomical circuit to computation details.

To reconstruct the circuit you must
use EM = electron microscopy...

how to reconstruct a connectome?

embed brain tissue of fly then slice it: each slice is 40 nanos thick...
(then might use heavy metal to stain and then immunostain to make difft colors
to do this, start with eg  6 by 5 by 4 micron block of rat hippocampus
(similar to Stephen Smith's work eg)

see Mishchenko and chklovskii in 2010

But...  tissue prep and sectioning takes abt 1 week
and manual image acquisition takes a month
but manual connection tracing takes abt a year!!!)....
(that's why en bloc has had so little impact... cuz it's so difficult to trace connections)
(eg see the Sebastian Seung (EyeWire online collabor project))


he shows a montage from a tissue block of  90 by 90 by 110 microns, from
takemura 2013. 

you get 2769 images each of 40 nm thick sections imaged at  3nm by 3 nm per pixel
total size is 2 terabytes...!!!
hard to find presynap zones and post-synaptic areas....
(also anatomic defects that accompany the processing... makes it hard to align the sections)

we wanted to do semi-automated  EM reconstruc pipeline  as in Chklovskii in 2010...

also need to id cell types (eg from previously known shapes of dendritic arborization)

so, that's what it takes to get a connectome.

in fly , each synaptic contact is about the same size  (unlike mammals)... so we can
just  multiply number of synapses (and ignore the size of each synapse)


basic facts of fly visual system:
compound eye with  800 microlenses  in each eye
adapted from borst and euler in 2011
retina goes to lamina which goes to medulla which goes to lobula plate in lobula....

retina is abt 50 microns thick  (all this is in the fly  Drosophila)

in every column of each lamina there are neurons  L1 and L2 which
by themselves are not directionally selective but rather both together are required.
as in Rister 07 Joesch 2010 and Clrak 2011

actual motion detection is by  T4 and T5 cells in Lobula Plate and there are
four direc selective subtypes
see Schnell 2012 and Maisak in 2013.
(note eyes are located laterally)
but note  there are > 60 cell types  btwn  the  L1, L2 cells and
the T4 and T5 cells  which are  direc selective...
so our goal is to figure out the connectivity in between.

we looked at a block of tissue  40 by 40 by 50 microns...
if you just stim  two photoreceptors sequentially, the fly perceives motion
(and so do you!... that's the basis of Hollywood movies,  sequentially changing images =>
 perceived motion)

he shows a connection graph of the repeating module of the fly medulla
showing  cell type to cell type connectome
this diagram is from Takemura in 2013....

comment :  post synap activity is correl with # of impinging active zones 
(in resp. to David Sussillo Q)

in his graph:  line edge thickness corresponds to # of impinging synapses...

since this effort, we have moved to  much improved EM down to < 5 nano resol and that
improves error rates both of human reconstructors and of our computer algos.

see this diagram in Takemura 13...
he shows about 2 dozen cell types, eg  L1, L5, L2  and perhaps a hundred difft edges....
thin edges corresp to abt 10 synapses;  medium strength  corresp to abt 50 synapses and
and thick edges corresp to abt 100 syanapses impinging...

Q abt  self connections, eg  L1 to L1  : Answer:  rarely happens in this circuit...

Next big Q.. given this circuit... where does the motion detection occur ????

L1 responds for R to L moving edges
L2 responds for motion of dark edges ...


L1 is the input and T4 is the output... so we focused on the direct connections.
there are no direct conections...
but there are  two disynaptic pathways that corresp to
a Barlow and Levick 65 style of motion detection...
perhaps mediated by Mi1 and Tm3 neurons (that form 2 disynap pathways)

now go back to orig connectome  (he shows circuit)

circuit motif for motion...

he shows circuit with L1 input going thru Mi1 and Tm3  neurons to T4.

but centroids of 2 clouds (made from the actual microanatomy) are displaced
 (in terms of spatial displacement of synaptic inputs to
Mi1 and Tm3 presynaptically to T4-12.
so, there IS a displacement btwn 2 kinds of inputs  (a la Barlow);

comment:  there must be a temporal and a spatial displacement for this to work
 (as a motion detector)
(but is this anatomic displacement just random (and irrelevant) ?)

but... next look at lobular plate... there are 4 layers,
so trace  axon from T4-12 onto lobula plate 
 (must trace axon thru thousands of slices... a heroic achievement)

He answers Q: is spatial displacemnt consistent with directional selectivity?
Yes....  (except for  backwards optical flow  (cuz, that's the direction of flow 
when drosophila actuallly flies;
therefore, it is less sensitive to that direciton of motion)
bottom line:  inputs do correspond to preferred direciton of motion...

now fill in...
retinal input goes to L1 which then goes to either  Tm3 or Mi1 which then goes to
T4 cells and thence to
four directionally selective  sub-types in Lobula Plate.

but,  now back to  the Q: what is correct model of motion detection...
so, eg how can we distinguish whether correct model is per
Hassenstein and Reichardt 56 versus Barlow and Levick in 1965...
A:  where is the big delay?  is it  in the Tm3 neurons as per H and R or
in the Mi1 neurons as in Barlow 65...
it IS with the Mi1s  as in Barlow and Levick in 65...
the observed experim delay is 15 msec
(the model requires a delay of abt  30 msec)  but
remainder of delay could be due to diffs in neural xmtr  (eg diffs btwn ionotropic vs metabotropic)

so... connectomics enables an electrophys test of theoretical models...
(but, also see Seung et al model  that uses a combo of both types of models..).

many collabs  within Janelia Farm and elsewhere.
Shin-ya Takemura in his lab

Q how about  inhib interneurons... don't they complicate model!
A  of course, what I have shown is an oversimplification...
we are trying to learn model in an unsupervised fashion...
unfort, we usu do not have  detailed eectrophys data.

Q Stephen S:  what is state of fly lines (eg mutants)
 that might enable us to determine the key neural players?

Q  how abt gap junctions?
A we cannot see them in fly nervous system (but they DO exist)
we need even higher res EM..

Q Forrest C:  could you do this without the detailed connectome  (in retrospect):
A  maybe... but cannot do with retrograde tracing ( a la Callaway with viruses)
but now..that you know the main setup  (via  Mi1 and Tm3  maybe the molec geneticists might
go in and elabor in more detail)


Q Jay McC:  why two separate interneurons classes;
A: role of synapse is to rectify the inputs

comment (Jennifer R)  isn't it logical that long axons might mediate longer delays;  yes., possib.

Conversation:  Bill N and Stephen S debate importance of knowing detailed connectome.
Bill N's position:  all that really matters is the functional response of neurons
(with the details of the circuit remaining a blackbox).
Stephen S:  No.  The detailed connectome will be helpful in understanding the mechanisms
and details of the responses.  (Stephen continues:  but finding out the connectome is
hugely expensive and requires a huge effort in 2013.  But, he expects further advances
will make this exponentially easier (in analogy with the Genome project and Moore's Law.)



